
English
Ascribe meaning to marks drawn or painted - p, i, n  letter 
formations
Engage in daily Jolly Phonics songs/ Phase 1 listening activities 
Listen to the story of ‘Sharing a Shell’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6KuSl9eXgpk
Talk about the story and discuss the new vocab - anemone, 
bristleworm and the roles they play. Together, compose longer 
sentences using adjectives eg. ‘The anemone is purple’’ to ‘The 
purple anemone has pink tentacles’.

Understanding the world
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/ask-anything-are-jellyfish-made-
of-jelly
Talk about ‘jellyfish’ not being made out of jelly. Use senses to feel and 
describe the texture of jelly.
Discuss what a rock pool is and what might live in them.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z8fnvcw
Use the interactive whiteboard to draw sea creatures from the story

Maths
Daily counting to 20
Practise counting sea creatures using one to one 
correspondence
Matching quantities to numerals - shells and pearls
Make a pictogram of the children’s favourite sea creature 
from the story

Physical Development
Scissor skills - making rock pool 
sea creatures
Cosmic Kids Yoga ‘Squish the Fish’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=LhYtcadR9nw
Parachute games to mimic the sea
Use tweezers to pick up jewels 
and other small objects

Creative  
Paint a rock pool with sea creatures 
in it - add sea creatures this week
Explore mixing different shades of 
blue/bubble wrap printing
Use different percussion 
instruments to represent different 
sea creatures
Father’s Day/Someone Special 
cards - process art

PSED and Communication and Language
During circle time, continue to develop our speaking and listening 
skills.
Talk about the story and its themes of friendships and sharing. 
What do you share with your friends?
Encourage children to use their language to describe the texture of 
shells - bumpy, smooth etc.
Play ‘Under the Sea’ What am I? Interactive Powerpoint game. 
Introduce new vocabulary - fins, scales, gills, tentacles etc.

Outside
Circle games
Mark making with big chalks
Enjoy moving in a range of 
ways/different sea creature  
movements
Marvelous mud kitchen
Daily mile/15 minutes running
Construction with the big blocks

Things to do at home
Can you copy the letters from your 
name?
Can you securely count to 10?
Now you can put on your own coat. 
Can you practise doing up your own 
coat zip?
Dough disco-under the sea 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
aAo2h36DVfA
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